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a b s t r a c t

Cryogenic freezing systems are used in many industries to preserve food and cell cultures. The freezing
methods adopted involve multiple systems to preserve cultures, with many freezing systems using a
selection of direct freezing and long-term storage allowing mass and time-efficient freezing methods.
However, risks associated with direct freezing using liquid nitrogen can cause cell degradation and
crystallisation. This study will focus on the implementation of a batch freezer, using liquid nitrogen
sprays to freeze products. The effectiveness of the freezing process will be investigated experimentally
for an array of operating conditions. Using numerical methods, additional loading configurations and
operation temperatures were also studied to characterise the freezing profile of the system.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The principle of cryogenic preservation can be used in many
applications, ranging from food preservation to biological preser-
vationwith the use of cryogenic and low temperature systems used
to cooling systems; The cryogenic preservation of biological cul-
tures aims to effectively freeze samples with minimal variance in
surface temperature, and with minimal changes in biological
composition with a focus on energy efficient systems [1e4]. The
purpose of this study is to investigate and reflect on the thermal
performance on the innovative batch freezer system for the storage
of biological substances. The use of effective freezing and storage of
biological substances has led to samples such as blood and bone
marrow being used years after freezing with minimal changes in
their biological composition. However, some issues prevail in food
preservation with large variations occurring due to insufficient
recirculation zones, lowering the heat transfer coefficient in the
area, and the production of ice crystals [5,6]. The production of ice
crystals lowers the food quality of produce [7,8], similarly to bio-
logical cultures. Conventional studies of the insulative properties of
packaging involve the observation of temperature variances [9].
The insulative properties of the air layers existing between the
Jouhara).
packaging and product are difficult to determine experimentally.
Throughout the application of cryopreservation, a number of pre-
treatments have been explored. Rooni et al. [10] investigated pre-
treatment of lingocellulosic materials by using a thermobox and
hydrolysis. The study considers a water based pre-treatment to
maximise the production of ethanol during fermentation. Similarly,
the use of cryogenics has been used in multiple cooling operations
such as PV/T cooling [11]and milk chilling units [12,13]with the
combination between cryogenics and renewables being
investigated.

A large number of CFD simulations exist to study these insu-
lative properties. The majority of studies carried out so far involve
the preservation of solid structures and cultures, with success
when shafts and porous materials are used. The methods of storing
solids are vastly different to that of liquids. The principle of pre-
serving liquids has been observed in the preservation of fruit pulp.
Reno et al. [14] investigated the storage of liquids using a freezer
tunnel, with pulp being contained in metal drums and boxes. The
storage containers proved to have effective freezing properties due
to the high thermal conductivity of the metal container. Previous
studies by Becker and Fricke [15] highlighted the significant
decrease in heat transfer with the addition of packaging. Zhao et al.
[16] investigated the effects of packaging through CFD simulations,
which were conducted with an air cooling process with the addi-
tion of forced convection. The study highlighted the temperature
distribution between packaged strawberries with the influence of
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open and closed containers. Further investigations from Alvarez
et al. [17] highlighted the influence of product placement and
packaging, which can lead to a high variance in temperatures
throughout the whole system due to the increased thermal resis-
tance. The study suggests the addition of vents in packaging for
food storagedalthough this is not viable for biological preserva-
tion. Similar works into frost formation with the observation in
temperature fluctuations were conducted by Urquiola et al. [18].
The study suggests that the current preservation of vegetables us-
ing air leads to a deteriorating product quality at both microscopic
and macroscopic scales. The research employs CFD simulations to
predict airflow for vegetable storagewith variations in heat transfer
and frost formation. The simulation is based on a 2D schematic due
to the geometry of the sliced carrots, with observation of the
change in surface temperature. The study itself verifies the accuracy
of CFD modelling to determine effective freezing patterns. The use
of simulation work is evident when predicting freezing patterns.
The most common turbulence models have been simulated for
freezing applications. Hu and Sun [19] compared three variations of
the k-epsilon model in an industrial food application to observe the
most accurate model. The simulation was conducted on an air blast
chiller operating at a set point temperature and set airflow speed.
The study also observed any weight and moisture loss experienced
during the air blast freezing process. The study reflects the under-
prediction of the heat transfer coefficient with LRN turbulence
models but robust results with both the RNG and standard k-epsilon
models accurately predicting the localised heat transfer coefficient.

The process of freezing itself is a vast topic with many available
operations such as blast freezing [20], spray freezing [21], immer-
sion freezing [22], and plate freezing [23] being the most
commonly used both in cryogenic and mechanical freezing, with
each method using a wide range of preservation fluids such as re-
frigerants, air, carbon dioxide, gaseous and liquid forms of nitrogen.
Gaseous and liquid forms of nitrogen are the most common cryo-
genic fluids used in preservation systems. Although batch freezing
is commonly achieved with cooling and the principles of forced
convectionwith the installation of a fan, a large amount of variance
occurs. The variance in heat transfer coefficient is due to irregular
sample shapes and inefficient storage methods, the most common
storage methods being air blast freezers with immersion freezing.
To aid blast freezing, a blanching stage may be present before the
blast freezing stage. Xin et al. [24] investigated the use of blanching
pre-treatments on fresh fruits before high pressure freezing tech-
niques, although the majority of crystals forming on the product
was significantly reduced [25,26] with an even product tempera-
ture. The techniques for blanching used in multiple studies with a
combination of freezing systems, but the scale up of such a tech-
nology remains the main issue, alongside operational costs [20,27].
To maximise the economic implementation of cryogenic systems
the waste heat recovery of cold temperature exhausts by using
thermo-electric modules [28,29]. The same technology has been
implemented in LNG vaporisers [30]. The capture of latent heat has
been investigated with phase change materials to monitor the
change in microcapsules but the scalability of the technology for
large biological substances seems unlikely due to the sensitivity of
cells with nanoparticles and the associated safety risks [31]. Simi-
larly, the economic use of cryogenics has been implemented within
cascade refrigeration systems allowing for an effective refrigerant
loop allowing the nitrogen to be separated from liquefied natural
gas without the traditional intensive energy processes. The increase
possibility of extracted nitrogen can be further implemented in
liquidation units for other cryogenic applications. The possibility of
localised generation units has been investigated by Ahmad et al.
[32] for the implementation of a cryogenic heat exchanger to pro-
vide cooling, but the feasibility and application of large-scale
remote within the food preservation industry is yet to be
explored due to the masses of space needed for storage tanks for
liquid nitrogen, air and the heat exchanger itself.

Rodezno et al. [33] investigated the heat transfer coefficient of
catfish fillets with a blast freezing technique using two cryogenic
fluidsdliquid Carbon Dioxide and air. The results highlighted the
increased heat transfer rate and energy rate of a cryogenic system,
in comparison to an air-cooled system. The results also highlighted
the direct relation between freezing time and the deterioration of
quality with a prolonged freezing time. The results reflect that air-
cooled systems have a higher moisture content rate in produce
compared to a cryogenically cooled system, with the quality further
deteriorating in the product storage life span. The process of gas-
based blast system is used in large scale systems for the storage
of meat carcasses. Hu and Sun [34] conducted a CFD simulation of
an air blast freezing method on a large piece of ham. The simulation
was based on the air cooling method, but highlights the air and
temperature distributions around the freezer. The simulation
determined the mass transfer with the consideration of evapora-
tion and condensation of water crystals. Although the simulation is
only based on the heat transfer between meat and air, visualisation
allows the identification of low heat transfer zones, which can
further identify areas of crystallisation and increased moisture
content. Similar results are shown by Issa and Lawrence [35] during
the experimental heat transfer study of beef carcasses by mist
sprays. The experiment involved spraying a cooled air and water
suspension onto the carcass. Similarly to Rodezno et al. [33], the
moisture content was observed. The freezing time was shown to be
considerably larger, with an overall freezing time of 20.9 h. Due to
the large scale and complex geometry of the produce, the process of
achieving a uniform heat transfer is increasingly difficult [36]. Goral
et Kluza [37] investigated the heat transfer coefficient of vegetables
with impingement freezing using air to reach a temperature
of�40 �C; similarly as experienced withmany air blast systems, the
operation of an impingement system is highly dependent on the
nozzle type and spray pattern. One of the major observations
around an impingement system is the difficulty to maintain a
uniform velocity around the product specimen, thus causing vari-
ations of the heat transfer coefficient throughout the product. With
product temperature being one of the key concerns with cryogenic
freezing, a series of heat transfer coefficient collection methods
have been employed to monitor localised changes in surface tem-
perature. The collection methods employed by Goral and Kluza
involved a developed flux sensor with a combination of thermo-
conductive silicon paste. Amarante and Lanoiselle [38] investigated
industrial methods for obtaining the heat transfer coefficient,
allowing a localised surface heat transfer coefficient to be calcu-
lated. The experimental procedure involved a PVC disc with surface
thermocouples installed throughout the thickness of the disc but
also two heat flux sensors accounting for conductive and convec-
tive thermal effects. Amarante et al. [39] further developed the
collection method by implementing flux meters. The principles
surrounding the measurement of flux sensors for this particular
study involved a series of thermocouples placed within a copper
disc set in PVC. Such methods were validated further by Amarante
and Lanoiselle [38], with the application of heat flux sensors within
industrial freezing equipment to map freezing profiles and pro-
cesses. The findings of heat transfer coefficient measurement sys-
tems reflected areas of insufficient heat transfer alongside the
importance of varying refrigerant fluid temperature. Fricke and
Becker [40] further developed semi-empirical expressions by
developing semi empirical correlations regarding size and shape of
the samples used to aid freezing predictions for numerical
simulations.

Meziani [41] investigated the preservation of yeast cultures in
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dough, and the resulting fermentation process. The process
involved an air freezing method being used in combination with
liquid nitrogen immersion freezing. The air blast temperature
highlighted a significantly long freezing time of over 4 h, whereas
the utilisation of liquid nitrogen managed to freeze the produce in
less than 15min. The results highlighted the maintained gluten
integrity with immersion freezing, but significantly reduced the
yeast population due to cell damage and the subsequent decreased
carbon dioxide production. The preservation of cells has been
investigated with singular air blast freezers. The technique proved
useful for preventing the potential of cell damage through crys-
tallisation experienced through immersion freezing. Volkert et al.
[42] investigated the process of cell preservationdin particular the
preservation of bacteria. The experimental study involved spraying
air directly onto a petri dish at �30 �C. The study presented the
potential of using a singular freezing method without damaging
cell cultures and fast freezing without immersion freezing. The
utilisation of two different freezing methods is evident from the
preservation of cell cultures to the preservation of food [22,43]. A
similar principle is adopted in the earlier works of cryo-mechanical
freezing. Agnelli and Mascheroni [44] adopted a similar principle to
freeze a variety of foodstuff. The method used involved the direct
contact of liquid nitrogen through immersion freezing. Immersion
and conventional freezing methods are commonly used in
conjunction with each other due to the fast freezing of one tech-
nology and the stability of the other. Earlier works [45] investigated
the heat transfer effectiveness of the technology, highlighting the
high heat transfer rate of cryogenic freezing, and suggest that the
combination of both technologies is the best storage method.
However, in comparison with modern freezing methods, the
change in technology is minimal. The improvement of the tech-
nology is based on the improvement of mechanical parts rather
than the freezing method. Individual spray-related systems func-
tion on air but with prolonged and inefficient freezing times. The
thermal effects of immersion freezing are highly noted in the
literature, but the process itself can lead to high levels of crystal-
lisation as a compromise to fast freezing. The application of hybrid
blast freezers exist, with air being mixed with liquid nitrogen [46]
but a fully cryogenic-based freezer has not been developed. The
application of cryogenic fluids for freezing has been used in im-
mersion freezing with fluids ranging from liquid carbon dioxide
[47] and liquid nitrogen but a fully cryogenic blast freezing option
has not been developed. Gazda [46] investigated the effects of a
hybrid system in comparison to an air blast system; the overall
exergy of the hybrid model is significantly higher than the con-
ventional method. The findings presented highlight the potential of
having one freezing and storage method, and the potential to find
an optimum freezing strategy. The findings predict the potential
increase in hybrid and fully cryogenic blast methods of freezing.
Similarly, the use of injection-based technologies is difficult to
predict due to the droplet size, fluid properties, injection type and
associated changes in heat transfer. Multiple studies have been
conducted on impinging jets in both mechanical and cryogenic
freezing applications. Awonorin [48] effectively investigated the
heat transfer properties of liquid nitrogen droplets for freezing
gelatine bricks but due to the complexities of industrial models and
external influences, further predictions about freezing patterns
have not been produced. The selection of freezing techniques is
dependent on a multitude of factors such as desired freezing time,
geometry and the produce, size and economic limitations. Table 1
summarises the applicability of different freezing technologies.

In the present work, the proposed preservation method utilises
the thermal potential of liquid nitrogenwith the technology behind
air blast freezing, allowing for a hybrid system. The preservation
will be of glycerine-filled blood bags, with a proposed storage
method investigating the effect of stacking. The freezing process of
biochemical substances has not been widely simulated due to the
level of complexities existing within the mixture, and the lack of
thermal properties available. In this work, the associated change in
product core temperature due to shelf loading conditions, product
configuration and thermal profiles will be investigated. The results
reflect the applicability and effectiveness of such preservation
technologies. The investigation is based on two conditions: the
determination of the heat transfer coefficient and the performance
of the system. Both sets of data will reflect the cooling rate of the
chamber but also the effectiveness of processing biological cultures
in a continuous operation.

2. Experimental apparatus

There are many experimental freezing methods currently
available, ranging from blast freezers to immersion freezing, all
utilising different heat transfer mechanisms to effectively freeze
and provide effective storage for produce. The freezer used for the
experimental observation is a lab scale batch freezer. The operation
of the freezer is based on the premise of direct injection of liquid
nitrogen into the fan, which distributes cold nitrogen gas around
the freezer chamber. The distribution of cold air is conducted using
an axial fan, which will distribute cold air to all three shelves and
the products placed. The dimensions of the stainless-steel chamber
are: 65� 50� 50 cm with a volume of 0.16m3. Fig. 1a shows the
schematic of the system as an electronic drawing. A schematic of
the freezer is shown in Fig. 1b, alongside the loading conditions and
placement of the blood bags. The heat transfer coefficient will be
conducted on each shelving level and in left right and centre po-
sitions as defined in section 3.4.

The operation of the lab scale freezer is based on the principles
of forced convection; the activation of the fan will manually
distribute the cold gas around the freezer at relatively high veloc-
ities to induce freezing. The increase of fan frequency will increase
the effects of forced convection resulting in a more uniform heat
transfer in a short operating time. Factors such as stacking and
positioning also play a key role in the heat transfer mechanism, as
previously noted in the literature [36,37]. The stacking location for
the batch freezer needs to be loaded in a specific way, the gap
between the air and product needs to be 50% of the product depth
to allow effective air circulation. A recommended value of 70mm
between blood bags is advised during stack loading.

3. Experimental procedure

3.1. Temperature monitoring

To characterise the thermal performance of the system, 10 T-
type thermocouples were placed inside the blood bags to monitor
the changes of the core temperature. 1 Thermocouple were also
placed within the freezer monitoring changes in air temperature.
The lab scale freezer itself also contains a probe providing live
monitoring.

3.2. Velocity reading

Due to the thermal restrictions of anemometers, a series of ve-
locity readings were conducted using a pre-calibrated conventional
handheld anemometer (Testo 425). The velocity readings were
mapped at �10 �C at a steady point temperature via an integrated
automatic control system. The readings were conducted at fan
speeds of 285RPM and 1995RPM. The positions of velocity readings
are shown in Fig. 2a and b.



Table 1
Comparative table of freezing techniques.

Preservation
Method

Process
Load

System Operation System Drawbacks System Advantages

Immersion
Freezing
[22,47,49,50]

Batch Products are placed within a porous bag and immersed within a
fluid. The fluid is a compatible refrigerant or freezing fluid.

� Potential for cross
contamination

� Large system footprint
� Limited amount of bio-

compatible immersion fluids
� Dated preservation technology
� Potential for crystallisation and

cellular level damage

� Allows for continuous system
freezing processes

� Quick freezing time
� Minimal down time

Plate freezing
[23,38,51
e54]

Batch Products are arranged in-between two freezing plates; the plates
contain a cooling coil. When in contact with product, the coil
cools the plate via conduction.

� Inconsistent product
temperature

� Inconsistent freezing patterns
which is dependent on the
placement of sensors

� Significant amount of
maintenance time required

� Unsuitable for continuous
operation

� Cost effective systems
� Small footprint
� Maximises available volume of the

system
� Vast amount of compatible and

available refrigerants
� Minimal risk of cross contamination

Injection
Freezing
[21,55e59]

Continuous Product is loaded into a system where a jet of cryogenic fluid is
sprayed. Typically, this is on a continuous bed to achieve mass
amounts of freezing in a short amount of time

� High rate of refrigerant
consumption

� Direct contact with cryogenic
fluid creates high levels of
crystallisation

� Suitable for continuous freezing and
operation.

� Allows for mass production

Individual
Quick
Freezing
[24,60e63]

Singular Single product is placed within chamber space where a cryogenic
fluid is sprayed directly onto the product.

� Ineffective for mass production
due to large processing time

� Irreversible damage to cells due
to multiple cell types within
one system

� Efficient thawing process
currently unavailable

� Uneconomical for small
products

� Cannot be used for food
processing due to the high
level of cellular damage

� Suitable for large complex products
such as carcasses and livestock

� Quick freezing and processing time
� Can be applied for medical

applications where aesthetic is not
the main concern

Conventional
Slow
Freezing
[31,61,64
e66]

Batch Commonly used in hybrid systems where items are quickly
frozen and then placed within slow freezing using conventional
freezers.

� Prolonged freezing time
� Cannot be used for mass

freezing production
� Commonly used within hybrid

systems for storage.

� Ideal of storage solutions
� Components readily available
� Suitable for continuous use
� Cost Effective

Isochoric
Freezing [67
e71]

Batch Products are lowered into a pressurised vessel containing
solution that is of equal osmotic concentration than the sample.
The product is brought to a thermal equilibrium between water
and ice formation within the cells.

� Unsuitable for long term
storage

� Relatively new technology,
potential for scale up poses to
be a problem

� Unknown processing functions,
capabilities for continuous
processing is currently
unknown.

� Preserves cell quality by preventing
osmotic changes occurring during
conventional freezing techniques.

� Emerging freezing technology

Fig. 1. a: 3D Render of Batch Freezer (b) Lab scale set up of Batch Freezer.

Fig. 2. a Velocity measurement schematic (empty) (b) Velocity measurement sche-
matic (fully loaded).
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3.3. Blood bag positioning

The positioning of blood bags is shown in Fig. 2b. They are
placed in single and double stack configurations. To ensure uni-
formity across all the blood bags, the specimens are conventional
blood transfusion bags with identical dimensions and a 600ml
limit. The blood bags have been filled with water and glycerine,
with a ratio of 9:1 respectively.
3.4. Heat transfer coefficient observation

The heat transfer coefficient was measured with a heated cop-
per disc and monitoring the cooling rate of the freezer system as
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shown in Fig. 3. The heat transfer coefficient study acted as a
baseline and was conducted with an unloaded configuration. The
heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by:

h ¼
m � Cp �

�
DT
Dt

�

A � DT (1)

where:

h is the mean heat transfer coefficient (W/(m2.�C))
A is the surface area of the copper disc (m2)
DT is the temperature difference between the mean product
temperature during the freezing process and the freezer's air
temperature (�C)
m: mass (kg)
Cp: Specific heat (J/(kg.�C))
DT: Difference in disc temperature (�C)
Dt : Difference in time (s)

The procedure involves the heating of copper discs, containing a
thermocouple to monitor and record their cooling rate. The discs
are placed within a pre-defined temperature water bath to heat
them up to 80 �C. The temperature of the discs is kept constant. The
placement and use of the copper discs are dependent on the set
point temperature of the freezing system. The system will aim to
reach the set point temperature and allowing for a period of steady
state operation. The heated copper burgers are placed within the
system and allowed to cool to observe the cooling rate of the sys-
tem. The obtained data allows us to estimate an average heat
transfer coefficient.

4. CFD model

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is an increasingly utilised
technology which determines a fluid flow field by solving the
governing flow equations, i.e. momentum, continuity and energy
equations as highlighted below:

Conservation of Mass:

vUi

vxi
¼ 0 (2)
Fig. 3. Experimental set up and methodology of the heat transfer coefficient.
The conservation of mass (continuity) equation highlights the
balance in masses between the inlet and outlet.

Conservation of Momentum:

r
vUj

vt
þ rUi

vUj

vxi
¼ �vP

vxj
� m

v2Uj

vx2i
þ rgj (3)

The momentum equations utilised during the simulation reflect
the laws of motion represented as stress tensors. The equations
highlight the change in momentumwith local changes in time and
surface tension. The first part of the equation highlights the change
in time and convection, with the latter part representing diffusion
and surface/tensile forces.

Conservation of Energy:

rcm
vT
vt

þ rcmUi
vT
vxi

¼ �P
vUi

vxi
þ l

v2T
vx2i

� tij
vUj

vxi
(4)

The energy equation accounts for changes in the internal energy
within the system. The first half of the equation represents the
change in time and the influence of the convective term. The latter
half represents pressure, heat flux through diffusion and irrevers-
ible heat transfer. The equation is based on the first law of
thermodynamics.

The tool uses the problem geometry with an applied set of
boundary conditions to characterise the flow field in the system.
The tool requires a significant amount of computational power
depending on the application. CFD is a powerful tool able to model
complex processes ranging from multiphase models, combustion
models and even chemical reactions alongside the modelling of the
interaction between solids and liquids [72]. The development of
CFD has led to an increased accuracy in predicting system perfor-
mance and reliability of computational models. The prediction of
temperature distribution has been investigated in many preserva-
tion applications, with the majority investigating effective storage
methods. The results obtained from CFD simulations highlight the
fluctuations in heat transfer alongside the identification of poor
heat transfer zones. The CFD model used to simulate the freezer is
based on the rotating fan geometry enclosed within a box with the
exact dimension and volume of the freezer. The positioning of the
blood bags is as shown in the proposed shelf configurations. The
proposed CFD geometry was constructed in ANSYS DesignModeller
as a three-dimensional computational model. Tomimic the thermal
profile of the freezer, a user-defined function (UDF) was compiled
to simulate the change in air temperature as the liquid nitrogen
spray is activated, alongside a transient solving algorithm.
4.1. CFD methodology

ANSYS Fluent was the chosen Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) software to simulate the heat transfer mechanismwithin the
freezer. The proposed model will effectively represent the heat
transfer with the influence of a swirling flow induced by an axial
fan. The k-epsilon turbulence model was activated alongside the
effects of scalable wall functions to increase the stability of the
system. The process for the heat transfer itself is based in the
governing energy transport equation. As the simulation is based on
the disengagement of liquid nitrogen injectors, the operating gas
within the chamber is assumed to be a single-phase nitrogen gas.
The chosen wall boundary conditions model accounts for coarser
meshes located near walls, and the consideration of a swirl domi-
nated flow [73]. The fan was simulated using a moving reference
frame method with the definition of pressure-velocity coupling for
increased simulation stability.



Table 2
Mesh sensitivity study.

Level Number of Cells Cell Type Skewness Time per Iteration

Coarse 506,402 Hexahedral 0.656 5e10s
Coarse 566,030 Tetrahedral 0.701 5e10s
Medium 1,402,790 Hexahedral 0.732 10e12s
Medium 1,497,204 Tetrahedral 0.759 10e14s
Fine 2,059,241 Hexahedral 0.895 15sþ
Fine 2,504,259 Tetrahedral 0.851 15sþ
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4.2. Assumptions

The following assumptions were made prior to conducting the
simulation:

1. The thermal profile of the injector has been utilised rather than
a physical model of the injector to mimic the cooling profile of
the system.

2. The glycerine bags are all initially set at a uniform temperature
of 17 �C.

3. No heat transfer occurs at the walls of the freezer; thus, the
relevant zones have been set as adiabatic regions.

4. The presence of liquid nitrogen will not be includeddonly the
gaseous phase.
4.3. Mesh refinement study

A mesh refinement study was initially conducted to verify the
accuracy and efficiency of the mesh. The different meshes were
selected by analysing the skewness of each mesh density and cell
type. Typically, a mesh of skewness under 0.7 is considered to be a
good mesh for a hexahedron mesh type and 0.8 for a tetrahedral
mesh. The results obtained from the mesh refinement study are
shown in Table 2.

The results obtained from the mesh refinement study highlight
the increased performance with a structured hexahedral mesh
compared to an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. The uniformity of
the mesh ensures the correct density near walls when simulating a
swirling flow. The overall results obtained from the mesh inde-
pendence study highlight a skewness of 0.895 for the fine
Table 3
Empty freezer velocity measurements.

Empty Freezer

285 RPM

Loading Location Velocity Rea

Top Shelf C1.3 1.06m/s
C2.3 0.68m/s
C3.3 0.69m/s
A1.1 0.62m/
A2.1 (No Load) 0.72m/s
A3.1 0.54m/s

Middle Shelf F1.3 1.16m/s
F2.3 1.31m/s
F3.3 0.67m/s
D1.1 0.50m/s
D2.1 (No Load) 0.70m/s
D3.1 0.39m/s

Bottom Shelf I1.3 0.59m/s
I2.3 1.41m/s
I3.3 0.47m/s
G1.1 0.42m/s
G2.1 (No Load) 0.91m/s
G3.3 0.49m/s
hexahedral mesh, and 0.851 for the fine tetrahedral mesh. The
simulation time for all mesh densities shows an increase in simu-
lation time as the mesh density increases, with a reflected increase
in accuracy. Themesh density betweenmedium and fine reflects an
increase in accuracy of approximately 13%; therefore, a fine mesh
was applied throughout the simulation. The mesh sensitivity study
was conducted with the default relaxation factors, with a residual
tolerance set at 1e-8.

4.4. Boundary conditions

To define the inlet and outlet profiles, a pressure velocity
coupling was applied throughout the entire schematic. As the fan
rotation is the dominant feature, a Velocity Inlet of 0.001m/s was
applied in the fan flow direction as initialisation. The boundary
conditions selected also account for the thermal changes within the
freezer with the operation of the injectors as experienced in the lab
scale system. The UDF profile is based on an experimental profile,
obtained with each test as a function of time to reach a set tem-
perature. The outlet was set as a Pressure Outlet at the exhaust.

4.5. User defined function (UDF)

The development of a user defined function is primarily
compiled in Cþþ and applied to the fluid properties within the
glycerine filled bags. The UDF starts at an arbitrary loading tem-
perature of 20 �C, with the only variable being the set point tem-
perature. To accurately simulate the phase change phenomena
occurring in the process, a UDF was created based on the energy
required to reach the phase change point, based on the thermo-
physical properties of glycerine and water. The duration of phase
change is independently based on the freezing profile of the glyc-
erine and water mixture, with the duration to the set point being
based on the energy required to reach the set point.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Experimental results

5.1.1. Air flow velocities
Air velocity measurements were taken in an empty and a fully

loaded freezer at 285 RPM and 1995 RPM. The relative positions for
1995 RPM

ding Loading Location Velocity Reading

C1.3 7.24m/s
C2.3 2.12m/s
C3.3 2.10m/s
A1.1 3.03m/s
A2.1 (No Load) 3.82m/s
A3.1 3.79m/s
F1.3 4.12m/s
F2.3 8.75m/s
F3.3 3.86m/s
D1.1 3.3m/s
D2.1 (No Load) 3.92m/s
D3.1 2.73m/s
I1.3 4.54m/s
I2.3 8.43m/s
I3.3 5.46m/s
G1.1 2.59m/s
G2.1 (No Load) 4.88m/s
G3.3 2.59m/s



Table 4
Fully loaded freezer velocity measurements.

Full Freezer

285 RPM 1995 RPM

Location Velocity Reading Location Velocity Reading

Top Shelf C1.3 1.77m/s C1.3 3.52m/s
C2.3 0.54m/s C2.3 3.66m/s
C3.3 0.71m/s C3.3 2.51m/s
A1.1 0.68m/s A1.1 3.64m/s
A2.1 (No Load) 0.44m/s A2.1 (No Load) 1.99m/s
A3.1 0.94m/s A3.1 2.75m/s

Middle Shelf F1.3 0.88m/s F1.3 5.72m/s
F2.3 1.53m/s F2.3 10.3m/s
F3.3 1.02m/s F3.3 4.84m/s
D1.1 0.51m/s D1.1 3.16m/s
D2.1 (No Load) 0.52m/s D2.1 (No Load) 2.61m/s
D3.1 0.73m/s D3.1 2.07m/s

Bottom Shelf I1.3 0.76m/s I1.3 4.41m/s
I2.3 1.64m/s I2.3 9.58m/s
I3.3 0.78m/s I3.3 3.74m/s
G1.1 0.44m/s G1.1 1.61m/s
G2.1 (No Load) 0.76m/s G2.1 (No Load) 4.24m/s
G3.3 0.56m/s G3.3 2.39m/s
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Fig. 5. Liquid nitrogen consumption.
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the velocity readings for an empty freezer are shown in Fig. 2a. The
readings taken are shown in Table 3.

From the results obtained, the locations of low velocity zones
have been identified highlighting potential low performing heat
Fig. 6. Streamlines for a double stack system at 1995 RPM



Fig. 7. Streamlines for a single stack system at 1995 RPM
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transfer zones. Both fan configurations have high velocity areas in
some zones. The high speed and low speed zones are highlighted in
the table in red and blue, respectively.

Table 3 and Fig. 2b show the velocity recordings and probe
positions of a fully loaded freezer. The readings for both 285 RPM
and 1995 RPM are shown in Table 4.

The results in Table 3 show an improved air distribution as the
effect of the loading and the corresponding velocity changes as a
result of turbulence. The results show an overall increase and a
more even distribution of air at a lower RPM value between both
(a) Contour Profile at -40°C (b)

(c) Contour Profile at -60°C (d)

Fig. 8. Temperature contour p
loaded and unloaded freezers. During a higher RPM operation with
a full load, the majority of the recorded values are high velocities,
giving a preliminary indication of a high heat transfer area.
5.1.2. Default operating conditions
The initial operation of the systemwas conducted at a high RPM

(1995 RPM) for a single stack loading configuration. The glycerine
filled blood bags were loaded at an ambient core temperature of
20 �C, and the observed temperature profile was gathered from the
ambient starting point up to�70 �C. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
The loading locations of the bags are shown in Fig. 2.

The temperature profile (Fig. 4) experienced during the opera-
tion highlights an effective and steady freezing profile. Unlike other
direct contact freezing methods, sharp temperature decreases are
not seen in this process as experienced with immersion freezing.
The lack of sharp temperature decreases also indicates the lack of
crystallisation, leading to a higher quality produce. The graph
suggests that blood bags located in zones C1.3 and C3.3 experience
the sharpest decrease with spikes in temperature, due to the
positioning of the bags in relation to the injector. Similarly, zones
G1.3 and G3.1 reflect areas of high temperature due to a lack of
recirculation. The middle spectrum of temperatures reflects a
steady temperature decline with minimal temperature spikes.
 Contour Profile at -50°C

 Contour Profile at -70°C

lot of freezer operation.
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5.1.3. Liquid nitrogen consumption
The consumption of liquid nitrogen was monitored throughout

the test duration with its weight being recorded at the beginning
and at the end of each test. The monitoring of liquid nitrogen
consumption was carried out by recording the weight difference
between each test for each temperature profile, calculated by using
equation (5). The liquid nitrogen consumption for each tempera-
ture profile is shown in Fig. 5.

w ¼ r � v (5)

where:

w is the weight difference of the tank before and after the ex-
periments (kg).
r is the density of liquid nitrogen, which is 0.808 kg/L.
5.2. CFD results

The observed velocity streamlines demonstrate the operation of
a high RPM using a double stack schematic (Fig. 6) and a single
stack schematic (Fig. 7). The streamlines highlight the change in
resistance in the system,with the reflected change in themaximum
velocity. Fig. 6 shows the maximum velocity at 8.6m/s, with an
average velocity of 3.62m/s throughout the shelf distribution. The
velocity streamlines for a double stack system show a relatively
high velocity around the bags located close to the fan. There is an
increase in velocity through the exhaust system and surrounding
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Fig. 9. Velocity profile for both C
area, highlighting a potential area of increased convection. The
streamlines depict an increase in velocity through the sides of the
system but a lower velocity closer to the system extremities. The
low velocity areas in a single stack (Fig. 7) located away from the fan
highlights the potential area of high temperature variation. In
comparison to a single stack system the maximumvelocity is lower
by 0.04m/s, and similarly the sides of the system show an increase
in velocity passing through the sides. The increase in velocity
highlights an area of increased convection, thus demonstrating an
improved freezing pattern. Unlike the double stack configuration,
the single stack configuration depicts an increased velocity due to
the lack of resistance towards the outer edge of the system.
5.2.1. Temperature contour profile
The contour plots presented in Fig. 8 represent the variation in

temperature during the freezer operation between �40 �C
and �70 �C. The temperature contour plot at �40 �C shows a large
amount of temperature variation in comparison to the other tem-
perature contours, which may be due to the increased liquid ni-
trogen injection because of the �70 �C set point. The temperatures
observed during operation at �40 �C (Fig. 8a) show a significant
variation on the upper surface of the block. The temperature vari-
ation on the surface towards the back of the system furthest from
the fan shows a significantly lower temperature in comparison to
adjacent placed bags. The variation in temperature in these regions
highlight strong recirculation zones within those areas, similarly
the areas depicted as having higher temperatures are due to the
high-speed flow, poor recirculation due to the vacuum effect
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Fig. 10. Experimental and CFD temperature profiles for Zone A.
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Fig. 11. Experimental and CFD temperature profiles for Zone C.
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created by the exhaust and frictional effects within the regions.
Fig. 8b shows the contour plot at �50 �C; unlike the �40 �C oper-
ation, the decrease in temperature variation reflects a significantly
increased uniformity due to the increase in liquid nitrogen injectors
lowering the air temperature and associated heat transfer between
the product and air. The circulation towards the back of the freezer
is reflected in the stability of temperatures with an average bag core
temperature deviation of 10 K. Fig. 8c shows the operation
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Fig. 12. Experimental and CFD temperature profiles for Zone G.
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Fig. 13. Experimental and CFD temperature profiles for Zone I.
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at �60 �C, with similar results as �50 �C. The results show a slight
increase in temperature near the exhaust region highlighting the
lack of recirculation in the area, and the change in temperature
profile due to suction. Fig. 8d shows the operation at a set point
temperature of �70 �C, the temperature difference experienced by
the glycerine filled blood bags is minimal with the average system
difference being around 5 K.
5.3. Validation

5.3.1. Velocity profile
Both experimental and numerical velocity readings were taken

in corresponding positions, for both high and low fan speed con-
figurations and as a double stack. The velocity readings obtained
are shown in Fig. 9, according to the positioning schematic shown
in Fig. 2a and b. The CFD results depict the expected over-prediction
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of velocity values, due to many factors such as instrumentation
errors and turbulence model over-predictions. Both experimental
and CFD values show a similar trend with an average velocity
variance of 16%. The corresponding high RPM shows a higher
amount of variance; this may be due to many reasons such as the
physical movement of the probe due to increased velocity. The
corresponding low velocity measurements highlight a less varied
velocity result with an average velocity variation of 9% between
CFD and experimental results.
5.3.2. Blood bag temperatures
Zone A.
The position of Zone A is shown in Fig. 2b with the corre-

sponding loading configuration highlighted in the figure. Fig. 10
shows the CFD and experimental temperature profiles for Zone A,
located towards the extremities of the system towards the exhaust.
Both CFD and experimental values show very similar trends, with
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Fig. 15. Heat transfer co
the CFD values showing a slight under-prediction of 12.4%, with
both following the overall trend of the experimental data. Both
experimental and CFD results show a prolonged horizontal period
when the core temperature reaches freezing point due to the
transfer of latent heat to the surroundings. Zone A is also located
near the exhaust and influenced by the vacuum properties created
from the exhaust during operation. The thermal effects of the
glycerine-filled bags at these locations are discussed in section 5.2.2
with the aid of contour plots. The variation in temperature between
zone A1.1 and zone A3.1 is due to the positioning of each bag,
despite them being in the same zone. The temperature variation
between both bags highlights the effect of the exhaust suction, with
zone A1.1 being most affected by the exhaust causing a delayed
freezing to reach the desired set point. Both sets of experimental
and CFD data show a steady and smooth decline in temperature.

Zone C.
The positioning of loads in zone C is shown in Fig. 2a and b. Zone
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
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efficient at �50 �C.
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C is located closest to the injectors on the top shelf. The experi-
mental data show a singular sharp spike in temperature due to the
increase in injection resulting in droplets interacting with the
surface of the bag, as shown in Fig. 11. The CFD data for zones C1.3,
C2.3 and C3.3 do not reflect this spike in temperature due to the
UDF applied to the load in zone C. The UDF implies a phase change
point which is significantly higher than the experimental data. As
the UDF is based on an arbitrary profile, a level of variation exists
during the phase change stage. The experimental results reflect a
sudden but small spike in temperature due to the proximity to the
injectors. The results highlight a steady decrease. Similarly to pre-
vious results, the UDF does not highlight the horizontal period
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experienced experimentally at the start of the test. The lack of
horizontal period reflected in the experimental sets of data high-
light a quicker transfer of latent heat in the specific area. The
temperature variation between experimental and CFD data high-
lights a smooth decline to the set point temperature. The CFD UDF
utilised overpredicts the freezing pattern for zones C2.3 and C3.3.
The average variation between the loading conditions to reach the
set point temperature has a maximum difference of 52.5% and
45.5%, respectively, in comparison to 27.2% in zone C1.3. The over
prediction is more pronounced in the results for the phase change
point to the set point.
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The location of zone G is also shown in Fig. 2a and b, indicating
the position of the glycerine-filled blood bags. The relative location
of Zone G is on the bottom shelf, located close to the freezer door.
The temperature profile of the bags is shown in Fig. 12 for both
experimental and CFD data. The loading position in comparison to
zone A follows a similar trend due to the translational proximity
between both zones. The data reflects the progressive decrease to
the set point temperature without sudden temperature spikes. The
UDF applied to zone G highlights a prominent over prediction in
zones G1.1 and G3.1. The maximum overprediction between the
experimental and CFD results for zone G1.1 differs by 55% in com-
parison to G3.3 with an overprediction of 69%. Both zones reflect a
steady decline to the set point temperature. The location of zone G
itself is towards the back of the system and indirectly placed from
the exhaust system. The steady decline is reflected in the location as
the thermal variations experienced with suction are significantly
reduced for both sets of data. The lack of suction also allows
recirculation of the area and the bottom shelf. This is evident due to
the relatively shorter horizontal period reflecting an increased
transfer in latent heat between the gas and glycerine filled bags. As
Fig. 18. Temperature contour plot of
experienced with all numerical simulations, a level of difference
will always exist between numerical prediction and the obtained
experimental results.

Zone I.
Similarly to zone G, zone I is located directly beneath zone C and

follows an identical loading pattern as shown in Fig. 2a and b.
Fig. 13 depicts both CFD and experimental sets of data. Zone I is
located just under the injector profile. Both CFD predictions for
zones I2.3 and I3.3 highlight a relatively significant over prediction
with a maximum difference of 46.5% and 96.1% between CFD and
experimental results. Unlike previous data sets, a small amount of
under prediction exists in Zone I2.3 between �22 �C and �70 �C,
which may be due to the assumption of a steady decline to the set
point temperature. Unlike zone C, the temperature profile of zone I
shows a horizontal profile in which transfer of latent heat is
occurring. As the glycerine-filled bags are located furthest away
from the exhaust, the relatively prolonged freezing time may be
due to the poor recirculation within the region. The trend is dis-
cussed in section 5.2.2, showing an increased temperature along
the upper surface of the bags highlighting a region of poor
double stack loading at 285 RPM
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recirculation. The region of poor recirculation is evident because of
the temperature variation between each zone shown in section
5.2.2. The recirculation primarily affects the transfer of latent heat
but, after the freezing point has been reached, the zone experiences
a rapid decrease in temperature to the set point.

5.4. Heat transfer coefficient

The reflected experimental results shown in Figs. 14e17 high-
light the associated heat transfer results. The heat transfer coeffi-
cient studywas conducted as a baseline experiment to gather initial
observations about the system. The observation of the system was
conducted with the copper specimen as mentioned in section 3.4.

5.4.1. -40 �C
The operation at �40 �C reflects the obtained and average heat

transfer coefficient of the system as shown in Fig. 14. The heat
transfer coefficient obtained reflects a positive trend with an in-
crease in heat transfer coefficient with the increase in forced con-
vection due to the increased fan operation. The data reflects minor
Fig. 19. Temperature contour plot
fluctuations due to the change in positioning for each HTC calcu-
lation. The level of fluctuation is prevalent in both middle sections
on both left and right; this may be due to positioning. The heat
transfer coefficient data obtained also reflect potential areas of poor
heat transfer.

5.4.2. -50 �C
Unlike the operation in �40 �C, the calculation of the heat

transfer coefficient at �50 �C reflects an improved average heat
transfer operation due to the larger temperature differential. Both
middle shelf locations reflect a higher heat transfer coefficient due
to the location of the disc with respect to the flowand impingement
direction. The comparison between the �40 �C and �50 �C opera-
tions reflect a consistent poor heat transfer zone towards the bot-
tom shelf, as validated through CFD investigations. The data
obtained is reflected in Fig. 15.

5.4.3. -60 �C
As expected, the decrease operational temperature increased

the temperature differential, therefore resulting in a fractionally
of double stack at 1995 RPM
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improved cooling rate as shown in Fig. 16.

5.4.4. -70 �C
The final set point at�70 �C is reflected in Fig.17. The data in this

figure reflects a substantially large increase in heat transfer coef-
ficient for a 1995RPM operation in comparison to all previous
temperature set points. The final set point temperature offers a
higher temperature differential and reflected cooling rate. The
bottom shelf zones are still predominantly reflecting poor areas of
heat transfer as discussed in section 5.2.

6. Proposed additional loading

By utilising CFD, additional loading techniques can be investi-
gated to identify the ideal loading condition and observe the
resulting change in the flow profile and associated changes in
temperature. The simulations were re-conducted using identical
boundary conditions, numerical models and pre-imposed model
assumptions, with the only variable being the stacking and change
Fig. 20. Temperature contour plo
in RPM. The simulation was re-conducted using a double stack at a
high and low RPM, and a single stack at a low RPM.

6.1. Double stack at 285 RPM

The effect of stacking was investigated by placing an additional
layer of glycerine-filled bags on top of the existing configuration.
The simulation was based on an operation at 285 RPM. Fig. 18
shows the results of the operation of a double stack system at
285 RPM, with a temperature range of �40 �C to �70 �C. Fig. 18a
depicts the operation at �40 �C. The results show a significant
temperature variation, with the bags placed on the outer edge of
the system at a relatively low temperature in comparison to the
other bags. The increase in low temperature zones can be due to the
introduction of a streamlined flow, allowing proper recirculation of
air when it reaches the outer extremities of the system. As the
operation continues to the set point of �70 �C, there is an
increasing amount of uniformity with temperature variations
decreasing with each temperature increment. Fig. 18b and c shows
t of single stack at 285 RPM
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the results for the operation at �50 �C and �60 �C, respectively,
highlighting an increased uniformity. As observed in the original
simulation, high temperature is observed on the bottom shelf to-
wards the fan; the addition of another stack highlights a similar
trend but stabilises towards the operation of the set point. The final
operational set shows a small increase in temperature towards the
exhaust, highlighting the pressure effects as expected but still
displaying an overall uniformity.

6.2. Double stack at 1995 RPM

The double stack configuration was simulated again with a
higher operation of 1995 RPM. Fig. 19a depicts the operation
at �40 �C, the contour plot shows a significant increase in tem-
peratures which may be due to the increase in frictional forces
between the gas and the glycerine-filled bag experienced with a
higher RPM. The subsequent temperature plot in Fig. 19b shows an
increased uniformity of the temperature, with a similar trend of
low temperatures towards the back of the system. The temperature
profile of the system highlights the increasing stability as the
operation reaches the set point, with minimal levels of variation at
the final set point.

6.3. Single stack at 285 RPM

The single stack configuration was simulated again under a
lower RPM along the same temperature points as the original
simulation. The results are shown in Fig. 20. The temperature
contour plot at �40 �C highlights a significant amount of high
temperatures on the surface of the blood bags, indicating the fric-
tional effects of the gas and the blood bags. The subsequent tem-
perature plots reflect an increased stability as shown in Fig. 20. As
the single stack system is identical to the original simulation, the
increase in temperature experienced in Fig. 20 reflects areas pre-
viously identified as having recirculation and experiencing the
suction effects of the exhaust. The operation of the fan throughout
the configuration shows the slow reduction of high temperature
areas, which still exist after reaching the set point. Similarly to the
high RPM operation, the low RPM schematic depicts high tem-
perature zones at the bottom shelf at the desired set point tem-
perature. This can indicate poor flow circulation in the specific
region in the bottom shelf.

7. Conclusions

It is evident from the results presented in this paper that the
implementation of a liquid nitrogen injector improves the freezing
performance of the system compared to direct immersion freezing,
allowing achieving short freezing times without spikes in tem-
perature. The lack of spiked temperatures highlights the lack of
crystallisation within the product, leading to a higher product
quality. In comparison to other freezing methods, the contact be-
tween product and liquid nitrogen is minimal. As observed from
both CFD and experimental results, there are localised areas of
extremely low temperatures; this may be due to the bag placement
in relation to the liquid nitrogen injectors. The CFD data show a
variation in temperature throughout each load but the temperature
variation is still small in comparison to immersion freezing or other
direct contact freezing methods. The freezing profile is also
dependent on the positioning and stacking of the bags as reflected
in the freezing predictions. It is evident that the addition of stacks
increases the flow resistance throughout the system as the velocity
increases. The results show that a double stack provides an excel-
lent performance in a high RPM configuration, and could be
implemented in systems where freezing is required in less than an
hour. Both high RPM sets of data showed an increased velocity
resistance but produced the same temperature variations as their
lower RPM counterpart, with the only difference being the decrease
in freezing time experienced with a high RPM. The system itself
achieves a low temperature smoothly and effectively without the
need of additional systems to maintain the temperature, whilst
maintaining product integrity with high levels of uniform product
temperature.
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